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Abstract
In this paper we study the generative power of context-free returning parallel communicating
grammar systems using di6erent synchronization mechanisms and communication protocols. We
demonstrate the equivalence of several types of these systems and present normal form theorems
showing that all languages generated by context-free returning parallel communicating grammar
systems can also be generated by such systems having only rules of the form X → , where 
consists of at most two symbols and if X →  is a query rule, then  is a single query symbol.
c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Parallel communicating grammar systems (PC grammar systems in short) have been
introduced in [7] for modelling parallel and distributed computation in terms of formal
grammars and languages. In these systems several grammars derive their own sentential
forms in parallel and their work is organized in a communicating system to generate a
single language. The parallel communicating frame has the following basic properties:
the work of the components is synchronized by a universal clock, each component
executes one rewriting step in each time unit, and communication is done by request
through special non-terminals called query symbols, one di6erent symbol referring to
each component of the system. When a component introduces a query symbol in its
sentential form, the rewriting process stops and one or more communication steps are
performed by replacing all occurrences of the query symbols with the current sentential
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forms of the queried component grammars. When no more query symbol is present in
any of the sentential forms, the rewriting process starts again. In the so-called returning
systems after communicating its current sentential form the component returns to its
start symbol and begins to generate a new string. In non-returning systems the com-
ponents continue the rewriting of their current sentential forms. Rewriting steps and
communication steps determine a computation. The language de@ned by the system is
the set of terminal words which appear as sentential forms of a dedicated component
grammar, the master, at some step of a computation starting from the initial con@gu-
ration of the system. The PC grammar system is in initial con@guration if the current
sentential form of each component grammar is the start symbol of this grammar.
Parallel communicating grammar systems have been the subject of detailed study
over the last years: see [1, 3, 6] for a summary of results and open problems. The
investigations mainly concentrated on the generative power of PC grammar systems,
and on studying how this power is inLuenced by changes in the basic characteristics
of these systems. Recently, it has been shown in [2, 4] that contex-free PC grammar
systems form a computationally complete class of generative devices, they determine
the class of recursively enumerable languages.
Three of the most important features of PC grammar sytems are synchronization,
communication, and the form of the components. Basic synchronization of the com-
ponents is done by the universal clock, but the study of additional synchronizational
mechanisms is also of interest. Additional synchronization can be realized through pre-
scribing actions to be performed simultaneously by the component grammars, see [5]
for several variants. One of the most natural variants is rule-synchronization, where
the set of executable transitions (rewriting rules applied by the component grammars
in the same rewriting step) is restricted.
Another determinant feature of parallel communicating grammar systems is the com-
munication protocol. According to the original de@nition only complete information is
sent, strings containing queries cannot be communicated, and all information requested
by a component must be communicated to this component in one communication step.
Another reasonable communication protocol, called immediate communication, was
proposed and examined in [12]. Here all the requested sentential forms which do not
contain query symbols are communicated as soon as possible, thus, at each communi-
cation step all the available complete information is transmitted.
While in both of the above cases only complete information is sent (sentential forms
not containing any query symbol), in distributed systems incomplete information can
also be communicated. This is why we propose and consider a third communication
protocol, where sentential forms both with and without query symbols (except strings
containing a self-query) can be communicated, the only restriction is that each grammar
is allowed to send its sentential form only once during the sequence of subsequent
communication steps.
The way of synchronization and the way of communication are expected to have
impact on the power of PC grammar systems. It is also an important question whether
or not the form of the components of the PC grammar system inLuences the generative
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power, that is, whether or not PC grammar systems have equivalent systems with
components in a @xed simple form, in normal form.
In this paper we examine parallel communicating grammar systems from these as-
pects, and study the relation of the above-mentioned determinant features. Moreover,
we develop techniques which prove to be useful in constructing equivalents for PC
grammar systems.
We @rst show how to construct for any rule-synchronized context-free PC gram-
mar system an equivalent generic context-free parallel communicating grammar system
(without rule-synchronization). The idea of the construction is to simulate each tran-
sition of the rule-synchronized PC grammar system with some dedicated components
which reproduce the e6ect of the transition and only that. The equal generative power
of the rule-synchronized and the generic context-free returning parallel communicating
grammar systems is a direct consequence of this result. We note that the statement
concerning the equal power of the two variants follows from [5, 2, 4], but here we
e6ectively construct the simulating system.
By applying this decomposition technique, for each context-free returning PC gram-
mar system we can construct an equivalent one where the e6ect of the complicated
communication sequences of the original grammar system can be simulated by se-
quences of very simple communication steps in which each grammar has at most one
occurrence of query symbols in its sentential form. By using these constructions, we
can prove the existence of a Chomsky-like normal form for context-free returning PC
grammar systems. Namely, we can show that for each PC grammar system of this
type we can construct an equivalent one where each component has only rules with
right-hand sides either being a query symbol or a string which consists of at most two
non-query (nonterminal and=or terminal) symbols. The statement is valid for all the
three communication protocols mentioned above. As a consequence of the results, we
obtain that context-free returning PC grammar systems using any of these communi-
cation protocols determine the same class of languages.
2. Preliminaries
The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basics of formal language theory;
further details can be found in [8].
The set of all words over an alphabet V and the empty word are denoted by V∗
and . The family of regular, linear, and context-free grammars and their language
classes are denoted by REG; LIN; CF , L(REG); L(LIN ), and L(CF), respectively.
|X | denotes the number of elements of a @nite set X , |w| and |w|X ; w∈V∗; X ⊆V ,
denote the length of a word w and the number of occurrences of symbols from set X
in w, respectively.
We recall the notion of a parallel communicating grammar system from [7], for more
information see [1, 3].
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Denition 2.1. A parallel communicating grammar system with n components (a PC
grammar system in short) is an (n+3)-tuple =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn), where N is a non-
terminal alphabet, T is a terminal alphabet, and K = {Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qn} is an alphabet of
query symbols. N; T , and K are pairwise disjoint sets. Gi =(N ∪K; T; Pi; Si); 16i6n,
called a component of , is a usual Chomsky grammar with nonterminal alphabet
N ∪K , terminal alphabet T , set of rewriting rules Pi, and axiom (or start symbol) Si.
G1 is said to be the master grammar (or master) of .
Denition 2.2. Let  = (N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn) with Gi = (N ∪K; T; Pi; Si), 16 i6n,
be a parallel communicating grammar system. An n-tuple (x1; : : : ; xn), where xi ∈
(N ∪T ∪K)∗, 16i6n, is called a con4guration of . (S1; : : : ; Sn) is said to be the
initial con4guration.
PC grammar systems change their con@gurations by performing direct derivation
steps.
Denition 2.3. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn); n¿1, be a parallel communicating gram-
mar system and let (x1; : : : ; xn) and (y1; : : : ; yn) be two con@gurations of .
We say that (x1; : : : ; xn) directly derives (y1; : : : ; yn); denoted by (x1; : : : ; xn)⇒
(y1; : : : ; yn), if one of the following two cases holds:
1. There is no xi which contains any query symbol, that is, xi ∈ (N ∪T )∗ for 16i6n.
Then for each i, 16i6n, xi ⇒Gi yi (yi is obtained from xi by a direct derivation step
in Gi) for xi =∈ T∗ and xi =yi for xi ∈T∗.
2. There is some xi; 16i6n, which contains at least one occurrence of a query
symbol.
We distinguish three cases:
(a) In systems with communication protocol (a) con@guration (y1; : : : ; yn) is obtained
from con@guration (x1; : : : ; xn) as follows:
For each xi; 16i6n, with |xi|K 	=0 we write xi = z1Qi1z2Qi2 : : : ztQit zt+1, where zj ∈
(N ∪T )∗; 16j6t +1, and Qil ∈K; 16l6t. If |xil |K =0 for each l; 16l6t, then yi =
z1xi1z2xi2 : : : ztxit zt+1 and in returning systems yil = Sil , in non-returning systems yil = xil ;
16l6t. If |xil |K 	= 0 for some l; 16l6t, then yi = xi. For all j; 16j6n, for which
yj is not speci@ed above, yj = xj.
(b) In systems with communication protocol (b) we obtain (y1; : : : ; yn) from
(x1; : : : ; xn) as follows:
For each xi; 16i6n, with |xi|K 	=0 we write xi = z1Qi1z2Qi2 : : : ztQit zt+1, where zj ∈
(N ∪T )∗; 16j6t + 1, and Qil ∈K; 16l6t. Then yi = z1ui1z2ui2 : : : ztuit zt+1, where
uil = xil if |xil |K =0 and uil =Qil if |xil |K 	= 0; 16l6t. If uil = xil , then in return-
ing systems yil = Sil , in non-returning systems yil = xil ; 16l6t. For all j; 16j6n, for
which yj is not speci@ed above, yj = xj.
(c) In systems with communication protocol (c) con@guration (y1; : : : ; yn) is obtained
from con@guration (x1; : : : ; xn) as follows:
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For a @xed Qj, 16j6n, for which |xk |{Qj} 	= 0 for some k, 16k6n, and |xj|{Qj}=0
we write xi = z1Qjz2Qj : : : ztQjzt+1, zl ∈ (N ∪T ∪ (K\{Qj}))∗; 16l6t + 1, for each
xi, where |xi|{Qj} 	=0; 16i6n. Then yi = z1xjz2xj : : : ztxjzt+1 and in returning systems
yj = Sj, in non-returning systems yj = xj. For all i; 16i6n, for which yi is not spec-
i@ed above, yi = xi.
Let ⇒∗ denote the reLexive and transitive closure of ⇒.
The @rst case is the description of a rewriting step. If no query symbol is present
in any of the sentential forms, then each component grammar uses one of its rewrit-
ing rules except those which have already produced a terminal string. The derivation
is blocked if a sentential form is not a terminal string but no rule can be applied
to it.
The second case describes communication: if a query symbol Qj appears in a senten-
tial form xi, 16i; j6n, then the rewriting stops and communication must be performed.
In systems with communication protocol (a) (the communication protocol for PC
grammar systems introduced in [7]), all the query symbols Qij ; 16j6t which appear
in a sentential form xi must be replaced by the current sentential form xij of component
Gij in the same communication step provided that no xij has any occurrence of a query
symbol. If one of these sentential forms, xij , contains a query symbol, then xij must be
made free from the queries before changing anything in xi. The derivation gets blocked
if in the obtained con@guration none of the sentential forms with an occurrence of a
query symbol can be made free from the queries in the above manner. This is the case
when the sentential forms de@ne only circular queries. (We consider the self-query to
be a circular query.) Note that a rewriting step can result in a blocking con@guration,
but if a rewriting step introduces a circular query it might be several communication
steps performed till the blocking con@guration is reached.
In systems with communication protocol (b) (systems with immediate communica-
tions introduced in [12]), the occurrences of a query symbol Qij in a sentential form
xi are replaced with the requested query symbol free string, xij , independently from
that whether the other query symbols in xi refer to a query symbol free sentential
form or not. If a requested string, xij , does not contain any query symbol, then every
occurrence of Qij in each sentential form is replaced by xij in the same communication
step. Observe that di6erent query symbols occurring in the same sentential form can
be satis@ed in di6erent communication steps. The derivation, as above, gets blocked if
the condition of the replacement of the sentential forms cannot be satis@ed.
In systems with communication protocol (c), a query symbol Qij in a sentential
form xi can be replaced with the requested string xij independently from the other
query symbols in xi, even if the requested string, xij , contains further queries. The only
restrictions are that no replacement of a self-query is allowed and each occurrence of a
certain query symbol Qj in all sentential forms must be replaced by the corresponding
sentential form in the same communication step. Again, the derivation gets blocked
if no more replacement can be performed, but there is a sentential form with an
occurrence of a query symbol.
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After communicating its sentential form to another component, the grammar can
continue its own work in two ways: In returning systems the component must return to
its axiom and begin to generate a new string. In non-returning systems the components
do not return to their axioms, but continue the generation of their current strings. This
holds for all the three protocols: (a), (b), and (c).
In the following we denote by ⇒rew and ⇒com a rewriting and a communication
step, respectively.
Denition 2.4. The language generated by a parallel communicating grammar system
=(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn) with Gi =(N ∪K; T; Pi; Si); 16i6n, is
L()= {1 ∈T∗ | (S1; : : : ; Sn)⇒∗ (1; : : : ; n)}:
Thus, the generated language consists of the terminal strings appearing as sentential
forms of the master grammar, G1.
We denote the classes of returning and non-returning PC grammar systems with at
most n components of type Y , where Y ∈{REG; LIN; CF}; n¿1, by PCnY and NPCnY .
The corresponding language classes generated by these systems using communication
protocol X , where X ∈{(a); (b); (c)}, are denoted by L(PCnY; X ) and L(NPCnY; X ),
respectively. When an arbitrary number of components is considered, we use ∗ in the
subscript instead of n.
Throughout the paper we call a PC grammar system context-free (regular, linear,
etc.) if its components are context-free (regular, linear, etc.) grammars.
Example 1. Let =(N; K; T; G1; G2; G3) be a returning PC grammar system and let
a∈T . Let us suppose that  is in the following con@guration:
(Q2Q3; Q3; a):
With communication protocol (a) we have the following two communication steps:
(Q2Q3; Q3; a)⇒com (Q2Q3; a; S3)⇒com (aS3; S2; S3):
With communication protocol (b) we obtain
(Q2Q3; Q3; a)⇒com (Q2a; a; S3)⇒com (aa; S2; S3):
With communication protocol (c) we have two possibilities, we can get
(Q2Q3; Q3; a)⇒com (Q2a; a; S3)⇒com (aa; S2; S3);
or we can obtain
(Q2Q3; Q3; a)⇒com (Q3Q3; S2; a)⇒com (aa; S2; S3):
In the following, we de@ne some auxiliary notions that we shall use later in the
proofs. The @rst one is the communication sequence.
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Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn); n¿1; be a parallel communicating grammar system and
let (x(0)1 ; : : : ; x
(0)
n ) ⇒rew (x(1)1 ; : : : ; x(1)n ) ⇒com (x(2)1 ; : : : ; x(2)n ) ⇒com · · · ⇒com (x(t)1 ; : : : ; x(t)n );
t¿1, be a derivation in , where either |x(t)i |K =0; 16i6n, or (x(t)1 ; : : : ; x(t)n ) is a
blocking con@guration where the derivation is blocked by a circular query. Then the
sequence of communication steps (x(1)1 ; : : : ; x
(1)
n ) ⇒com (x(2)1 ; : : : ; x(2)n ) ⇒com · · · ⇒com
(x(t)1 ; : : : ; x
(t)
n ) is said to be a communication sequence.
The next notions concerns circular queries. When a circular query is introduced
by a rewriting step, it might still be possible to satisfy some of the queries. For
example, from con@guration (Q4; Q3Q5; Q2; 4; 5), where 4 and 5 do not contain
further queries, we get (4; Q3Q5; Q2; S4; 5) with returning communication according
to protocol (a) or (4; Q35; Q2; S4; S5) according to protocol (b). With protocol (c)
we can reach one of the two following blocking con@gurations: (4; Q25; S3; S4; S5),
or (4; S2; Q35; S4; S5). The query of the @rst component can be satis@ed in all three
cases.
We say that a sentential form is part of a circle in a con@guration obtained by a
rewriting step of a PC grammar system  using communication protocol X , X ∈{(a);
(b); (c)}, if it contains a query symbol which cannot be replaced by any other sentential
form using communication mode (a).
These are, for example, Q3Q5 and Q2 in the circular query above, while the others,
Q4; 4, and 5, are not part of a circle.
Note that we have formulated the condition of being part of a circle through commu-
nication protocol (a) for all the three communication modes. If a con@guration obtained
by a rewriting step contains a circular query, then it will enter into a blocking con-
@guration using any of the communication protocols (a), (b), and (c): But, for all
the three communication modes only those sentential forms of the con@guration can
possibly turn to be terminal words at the end of the communication sequence which
are not involved in a circular query according to protocol (a), that is, which satisfy
the condition being not part of a circle. Thus, if a word of the language generated
by a PC grammar system is obtained with a communication step of a communication
sequence leading to a blocking con@guration using any of protocols (a); (b); (c); then
the sentential form of the master component must not be part of a circle in the con-
@guration obtained by the rewriting step preceding the communication sequence. We
shall use this property later.
3. Synchronization
In this section we focus our attention on rule-synchronized context-free PC grammar
systems. Rule-synchronization is an additional control mechanism, introduced in [5].
A rule-synchronized PC grammar system is given with a set of so-called transitions
(n-tuples of rules, where n is the number of component grammars) which prescribe
those combinations of rules that can be used simultaneously during derivations to
rewrite the sentential forms of the individual components. In this section we show
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that rule-synchronization does not change the generative power of context-free return-
ing parallel communicating grammar systems using any of the communication protocols
(a), (b), (c): Moreover, we e6ectively construct for each rule-synchronized context-free
returning parallel communicating grammar system an equivalent one (generating the
same language using the same communication protocol) without rule-synchronization.
We note that in the case of communication protocol (a) the equal generative power
of the two classes of parallel communicating grammar systems follows by [5, 2, 4],
however these results imply only the existence of an equivalent parallel communicating
grammar system (without rule-synchronization) for each rule-synchronized context-free
PC grammar system.
First, we recall the notion of a transition in a PC grammar system from [9].
Denition 3.1. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn) be a PC grammar system with components
Gi =(N ∪K; T; Pi; Si); 16i6n. A transition of  is an n-tuple Or=(r1; : : : ; rn), where
ri ∈ (Pi ∪{]}); 16i6n, and ] is an additional symbol, ] =∈ (N ∪K ∪T ).
A transition Or=(r1; : : : ; rn) is applied in the rewriting step (1; : : : ; n)⇒rew ('1; : : : ;
'n) of , if i ⇒Gi 'i by applying ri for ri ∈Pi and 'i = i, i ∈T∗ for ri = ]; 16i6n.
Denition 3.2. A PC grammar system with rule-synchronization is an (n + 4)-tuple
=(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn; R), n¿1; where (N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn) is a PC grammar system
and R is a set of its transitions.
In each rewriting step (x1; : : : ; xn)⇒rew (y1; : : : ; yn) of a rule-synchronized PC gram-
mar system  one of the transitions Or ∈R must be applied. Communication is de@ned
in the same way as in the generic case (De@nition 2.3).
We denote by RZnY the class of rule-synchronized PC grammar systems of type
Z with n components of type Y; where Z ∈{PC; NPC}; Y ∈{REG; LIN; CF}, n¿1.
L(RZnY; X ) denotes the corresponding language class generated by these systems us-
ing communication protocol X , where X ∈{(a); (b); (c)}. If an arbitrary number of
components is considered, we put ∗ in the subscript instead of n.
In rule-synchronized PC grammar systems the set R consists of all the transitions
which can ever be applied to the sentential forms in course of a derivation. We can
associate a set with the same property also to PC grammar systems without rule-
synchronization, it is the set of all possible transitions that can be constructed from the
rules and ].
Denition 3.3. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn); n¿1, be a PC grammar system. The set
M =((P1 ∪{]})×· · ·× (Pn ∪{]})); where Pi is the production set of Gi; 16i6n; and
] is the symbol de@ned in De@nition 3.1 is called the transition set of .
If we take a PC grammar system =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn) and its transition set M ,
then the rule-synchronized system ′=(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn;M) with the same communi-
cation protocol obviously generates the same language as , so we have the following
statement by the de@nitions (for protocol (a) the statement can be found in [5]):
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Theorem 3.1.
L(ZnY; X )⊆L(RZnY; X );
where n¿1; Z ∈{PC; NPC}; Y ∈{REG; LIN; CF}; X ∈{(a); (b); (c)}.
In the following, we are going to study the converse inclusion. We show that for
any rule-synchronized context-free returning PC grammar system we can construct a
context-free returning PC grammar system without rule-synchronization such that using
the same communication protocol the two systems generate the same language. The
statement is valid for all the three communication protocols, (a), (b), and (c). Before
turning to the construction, we present a statement comparing the three communication
protocols in a particular case where all sentential forms contain at most one query
symbol.
Lemma 3.2. Let  be a context-free returning PC grammar system where each pro-
duction contains at most one query symbol on its right-hand side.
Then  generates the same language using any of the three communication
protocols; (a); (b); or (c).
Proof. First, let us compare communication protocols (b) and (c). If a sentential form
containing a query symbol is not part of a circle in a con@guration obtained by a
rewriting step, then at the end of the possible following communication sequence the
query symbol is replaced by the same string in both cases, since all components com-
municate their strings at most once during the communication sequence. If a sentential
form is part of a circle, then the query symbol it contains is either unchanged (using
protocol (b)), or it is replaced only with strings containing further queries (using pro-
tocol (c)). At the end of the corresponding communication sequence the same query
symbols are replaced by query symbol free strings both in the case of protocol (b) and
protocol (c), and also the replacing strings coincide.
This also holds for communication protocol (a). If the sentential forms contain
at most one query symbol, then every queried component communicates its senten-
tial form in at most one of the communication steps during any communication se-
quence. This means that the communication sequences not only produce the same result,
but the sequences themselves are identical with the communication sequences using
protocol (b).
We note that for communication protocol (a) and (b) a stronger result can be found
in [12] which states the following: if all rules of a PC grammar system  with at
least one occurrence of a query symbol on their right-hand sides are homogeneous,
that is, they contain any number of occurrences but only of one query symbol, then 
generates the same language with both communication protocols, (a) or (b).
Now, we are going to show how to construct an equivalent context-free returning
PC grammar system (without rule-synchronization) for a rule-synchronized one. The
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construction is based on creating an n-tuple of grammars for each transition which is
allowed to be applied in the rule-synchronized system. Rule-synchronization then can
be simulated with a “server” n-tuple which sends the actual sentential forms to one
of those n-tuples that can simulate the application of a certain transition. After the
application of the transition the sentential forms are sent back to the server, which
communicates them to another n-tuple to simulate another transition in the next step.
Theorem 3.3. For every rule-synchronized context-free returning PC grammar sys-
tem  we can construct a context-free returning PC grammar system R such that
R and  generate the same language using the same communication protocol X;
X ∈{(a); (b); (c)}:
Proof. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn; R), n¿1; be a rule-synchronized context-free return-
ing PC grammar system. We are going to construct a PC grammar system R without
rule-synchronization which generates the same language when uses the same commu-
nication protocol as . The construction is independent from the chosen protocol, R
is constructed in the same way for all three cases.
We @rst introduce a notation. Let us denote the transitions in R by Ork =(rk;1; : : : ; rk; n),
where rk; i ∈ (Pi ∪{]}); 16k6|R|; 16i6n. Then let R′= { Or′k =(r′k;1; : : : ; r′k; n) | 16k6
|R|}, where Or′k is de@ned as follows: if rk; i =X → ; 16k6|R|; 16i6n, then r′k; i =
X → ′; where ′=  for ||K =0 and ′= 1Q′i12 : : : tQ′it t+1 for = 1Qi12 : : : tQit
t+1 with |j|K =0; 16j6t + 1; t¿1.
Now we construct R. Let
R = (N ′; K ′; T; GM ; Gserv1 ; ::; G
serv
n ; G
a1
1 ; ::; G
a1
n ;
G(1)1 ; ::; G
(1)
n ; ::::; G
(|R|)
1 ; ::; G
(|R|)
n ; G
(1)′
1 ; ::; G
(1)′
n ; ::::; G
(|R|)′
1 ; ::; G
(|R|)′
n ;
Ga21 ; ::; G
a2
n ; G
a3
1 ; ::; G
a3
n ; G
sel; G′1; ::; G
′
n; G
a4
1 ; ::; G
a4
n ; G
a5 ;
Ga61 ; ::; G
a6
n ; G
a7
1 ; ::; G
a7
n );
where
GM =(N ′ ∪K ′; T; PM ; SM ) is the master grammar;
Gservi =(N
′ ∪K ′; T; Pservi ; Si);
Gi =(N
′ ∪K ′; T; Pi ; Si );
16i6n; ∈{a1; a2; a3; a4; a6; a7}∪ {′}∪ {(k); (k)′ | 16k6|R|};
and
G' =(N ′ ∪K ′; T; P'; S'); '∈{sel; a5}:
The sets of non-terminals and query symbols are the following:
N ′ = {SM ; Sserv(1)i ; Sserv
(2)
i ; S
a1
i ; S
a2
i ; S
a3
i ; S
a3(1)
i ; S
a3(2)
i ; S
a3(3)
i ;
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Ssel; Sa4i ; S
a5 ; Sa6i ; S
a6(1)
i ; S
a6(2)
i ; S
a7
i ; S
(k)
i ; S
(k)′
i ; (k);
(k)(1); (k)(2); (k)(3); S ′i ; S
′
i
(1) | 16i6n; 16k6|R|}
∪ {X; [X ]; [X ](1) |X ∈N}
∪ {A; B};
and
K ′ = {QM ;Qservi ; Qa1i ; Qa2i ; Qa3i ; Qsel; Qa4i ; Qa5 ; Qa6i ; Qa7i ; Q(k)i ; Q(k)
′
i ; Q
′
i |
16i6n; 16k6|R|}:
The rule sets of the component grammars are as follows:
PM = {SM → SM ; SM → Q(k)1 | 16k6|R|}:
This is the master component, the terminal strings generated by the system are selected
by this component.
Pservi = {X → [X ] |X ∈N}∪ {S ′i (1)→ [Si]}
∪ {Si→ S serv(1)i ; S serv
(1)
i → S serv
(2)
i ; S
serv(2)
i →Q′i}
for 16i6n. These are the so-called server components. They choose the nonterminals
to be rewritten according to a certain transition chosen by Gsel, then they communicate
the sentential forms to one of the transition simulating n-tuple of components and wait
for the result.
Pa1i = {Sa1i →Qservi ; S serv
(1)
i → S serv
(1)
i }
for 16i6n. These assistant components are used to synchronize the work of the
system. They query the components Gservi ; 16i6n, after the initial rewriting step,
forcing them to restart the derivation from their axiom.
P(k)i = {S(k)i →Qsel; (k)→Qservi }
∪ {[X ]→ [X ](1); [X ](1)→  |X → = r′k; i}
∪ {( j)→ ( j)(1); ( j)(1)→ ( j)(2); ( j)(2)→ ( j)(3);
( j)(3)→Qsel | 16j6|R|; j 	= k}
for 16i6n; 16k6|R|. These are the transition simulating n-tuples, they simulate the
application of the kth transition of the rule-synchronized system.
P(k)
′
i = {(k)→AB; A→Qa6i ; [X ]→ [X ] |X → = r′k; i}
∪ {(k)→A; A→Qa6i | r′k; i = ]}
∪ {(j)→ ( j)(1); ( j)(1)→ ( j)(2); ( j)(2)→ ( j)(3);
( j)(3)→Qsel | 16j6|R|; j 	= k};
∪{S(k)′i →Qsel}
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for 16i6n; 16k6|R|. These n-tuples work together with the transition simulating
components, they check whether the kth transition can be applied to the sentential
forms. If this transition is selected, but it is not applicable, they block the work of the
system.
Pa2i = {(k)→ (k)(1); (k)(1)→ (k)(2)Sa3i ; (k)(2)→Q(k)
′
i | 16k6|R|}
∪ {Sa2i →Qsel};
Pa3i = {Sa3i → Sa3(1)i ; S a3(1)i → Sa3(2)i ; S a3(2)i → Sa3(3)i ; S a3(3)i →Qa2i }
for 16i6n. These components query components G (k)
′
i ; 16i6n, to remove their
sentential forms when they are not needed any more.
Psel= {S sel→ (k); (k)→ (k) | 16k6|R|}:
This component selects the index of the transition of the rule-synchronized system that
is going to be simulated.
P′i = {S ′i → S ′i (1); S ′i (1)→Qa5 ; (k)→Q(k)i | 16k6|R|} ∪ {X →X |X ∈N ∪{B}}
for 16i6n. After the simulation of a transition, the resulting sentential forms are
transferred to these components, and then sent back to Gservi ; 16i6n.
Pa4i = {Sa4i →Q′i ; S ′i (1)→ S ′i (1)}
for 16i6n. These components are used to synchronize the work of the system. They
query components G′i ; 16i6n, after the initial rewriting step, forcing them to restart
their work.
Pa5 = {Sa5 → (k); (k)→ (k) | 16k6|R|}:
This component assists the work of G′i ; 16i6n. It selects the index of a transition
which refers to the n-tuple of grammars that will be queried by components G′i in
order to send their sentential forms back to Gservi .
Pa6i = {Sa6i → Sa6(1)i ; Sa6i →Qservi ; Sa6(1)i → Sa6(2)i ; Sa6(2)i →Qservi ;
[X ]→ [X ] |X ∈N};
Pa7i = {Sa7i →Qa6i ; Sa6(1)i → Sa6(1)i }
for 16i6n. These components assist the work of G(k)
′
i ; 16i6n; 16k6|R|. They
query the server components Gservi , receive their sentential forms and then send them
to G(k)
′
i .
Now we explain how R simulates the application of a transition of . First R se-
lects k, the index of the transition to be simulated by introducing the non-terminal
(k) at component Gsel. The application of this transition is simulated by compo-
nents G(k)1 ; : : : ; G
(k)
n , so the sentential forms of Gserv1 ; : : : ; G
serv
n are sent to these com-
ponents and also to components Ga61 ; : : : ; G
a6
n which communicate them to components
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G(k)
′
1 ; : : : ; G
(k)′
n . These primed components check whether or not the selected transi-
tion Or′k can be applied to the current sentential forms sent by the server components.
If the answer to this test is positive, the sentential forms are rewritten according to
Or′k and then they are returned to G
serv
1 ; : : : ; G
serv
n through the components G
′
1; : : : ; G
′
n.
If a terminal string appears in G(k)1 , it can be transferred to GM , the master compo-
nent, producing the result of the derivation. The components Ga11 ; : : : ; G
a1
n , G
a2
1 ; : : : ; G
a2
n ,
Ga31 ; : : : ; G
a3
n , G
a4
1 ; : : : ; G
a4
n , G
a6
1 ; : : : ; G
a6
n , and G
a7
1 ; : : : ; G
a7
n are used to synchronize the
system by querying certain components, forcing them this way to restart their work by
returning to their axioms if it is necessary.
Now we describe the simulation in detail. First, we show how R simulates the initial
rewriting step of .
R starts with the following con@guration:
(SM ; S1; ::; Sn; S
a1
1 ; ::; S
a1
n ;
S(1)1 ; ::; S
(1)
n ; ::::; S
(k)
1 ; ::; S
(k)
n ; ::::; S
(|R|)
1 ; ::; S
(|R|)
n ;
S(1)
′
1 ; ::; S
(1)′
n ; ::::; S
(k)′
1 ; ::; S
(k)′
n ; ::::; S
(|R|)′
1 ; ::; S
(|R|)′
n ;
Sa21 ; ::; S
a2
n ; S
a3
1 ; ::; S
a3
n ; S
sel; S ′1; ::; S
′
n; S
a4
1 ; ::; S
a4
n ;
Sa5 ; Sa61 ; ::; S
a6
n ; S
a7
1 ; ::; S
a7
n ):
The master component GM can either leave its start symbol SM unchanged, or it can
introduce a query symbol Q(k)1 ; 16k6|R|. In the latter case the derivation is blocked
unless G(k)1 contains a terminal string, so we assume that SM remains unchanged.
Now, component Gsel selects a transition to be simulated by introducing the non-
terminal (k); 16k6|R|, corresponding to transition Or′k . Then (k) is communicated to
the other components. After a rewriting step and the following communication sequence
we obtain con@guration:
(SM ; S1; ::; Sn; Sserv
(1)
1 ; ::; S
serv(1)
n ;
(k); ::; (k); : : : ; (k); ::; (k); : : : ; (k); ::; (k);
(k); ::; (k); : : : ; (k); ::; (k); : : : ; (k); ::; (k);
(k); ::; (k); Sa3(1)1 ; ::; S
a3(1)
n ; S
sel; S ′1; ::; S
′
n; S
′
1
(1); ::; S ′n
(1);
(l); Sa61 ; ::; S
a6
n ; S
a6(1)
1 ; ::; S
a6(1)
n ):
Now the components G(k)i are going to query G
serv
i ; 16i6n. Then G
(k)′
i will check
whether Or′k , the selected transition, can be applied to the sentential forms received from
Gservi and G
(k)
i will apply Or
′
k .
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After a rewriting step, a communication sequence, and again a rewriting step, we
obtain
(SM ; Sserv
(1)
1 ; ::; S
serv(1)
n ; S
serv(1)
1 ; ::; S
serv(1)
n ;
(k)(2); ::; (k)(2); : : : ; [S1](1); ::; [Sn](1); : : : ; (k)(2); ::; (k)(2);
(k)(2); ::; (k)(2); : : : ; u(k)
′
1 ; ::; u
(k)′
n ; : : : ; (k)(2); ::; (k)(2),
(k)(2)Sa31 ; ::; (k)
(2)Sa3n ; S
a3(3)
1 ; ::; S
a3(3)
n ; (m); Qa5 ; ::; Qa5 ; S ′1
(1); ::; S ′n
(1),
(l); [S1]; : : : ; [Sn]; S
a6(1)
1 ; ::; S
a6(1)
n ).
Now the components G(k)
′
1 ; : : : ; G
(k)′
n are going to check whether Or′k =(r
′
k;1; : : : ; r
′
k; n), the
transition selected for simulation, can be applied to the current n-tuple of sentential
forms, [S1]; : : : ; [Sn]. This is done in the following way: if r′k; j = ], then u
(k)′
j =Q
a6
j , and
if r′k; j =X → ; X ∈N; ∈ (N ∪T ∪K ′)∗, then u(k)
′
j =Q
a6
j B. In the @rst case, when
r′k; j = ], the sentential form of G
serv
j which is now present at G
a6
j , should be a terminal
word. If it is not, then the system is going to get blocked under rewriting after the
communication, since G(k)
′
j cannot rewrite any symbol from N ∪{[X ] |X ∈N}. In the
second case, when r′k; j =X → , the sentential form of Ga6j should contain non-terminal
[X ]. If it does not contain [X ], but contains another non-terminal [Y ]; [Y ] 	= [X ] instead,
the system is going to be blocked under rewriting after the communication, since G(k)
′
j
cannot rewrite [Y ]. In this second case, if the sentential form of Gservj is a terminal
word, the system also blocks, since G(k)
′
j cannot rewrite symbol B.
Let us suppose that Or′k is applicable to the current sentential forms and let r
′
k; i = Si→
i; i ∈ (N ∪T ∪K ′)∗; 16i6n. In this case after communication and one more rewrit-
ing step we have
(uM ; Sserv
(2)
1 ; ::; S
serv(2)
n ; S
serv(1)
1 ; ::; S
serv(1)
n ,
(k)(3); ::; (k)(3); : : : ; 1; ::; n; : : : ; (k)(3); ::; (k)(3),
(k)(3); ::; (k)(3); : : : ; [S1]B; ::; [Sn]B; : : : ; (k)(3); ::; (k)(3),
Q(k)
′
1 S
a3
1 ; ::; Q
(k)′
n Sa3n ; Q
a2
1 ; ::; Q
a2
n ; (m); Q
(l)
1 ; ::; Q
(l)
n ; S ′1
(1); ::; S ′n
(1),
(s); Sa6(1)1 ; ::; S
a6(1)
n ; S
a6(1)
1 ; ::; S
a6(1)
n ),
where uM = SM or uM =Q
(t)
1 for some t; 16t6|R|, and i is the right-hand side of
r′k; i.
The sentential forms of the components G′1; : : : ; G
′
n are Q
(l)
1 ; : : : ; Q
(l)
n , for some l; 16l
6|R|. If l= k, the sentential forms are Q(k)1 ; : : : ; Q(k)n , then after the next communication,
the result of the communication sequence introduced by the sentential forms 1; : : : ; n
appears at the components G′1; : : : ; G
′
n. If R uses the same communication protocol as
, then these sentential forms are the same that we would obtain by communication
in  starting from con@guration (1; : : : ; n) supposing that we replace the possible
occurrences of query symbols and axioms with their primed versions. If l 	= k, then
the sentential forms of G′1; : : : ; G
′
n are Q
(l)
1 ; : : : ; Q
(l)
n , and then the system blocks after
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communication. To see this, notice that the sentential forms 1; : : : ; n cannot contain
Q′i for all i; 16i6n (in this case they would introduce a circular query), so at least
one of the sentential forms of G′1; : : : ; G
′
n should be (k)
(3) after communication, which
symbol cannot be rewritten in G′i ; 16i6n.
The sentential form that is sent to G′1 may also appear in GM if uM =Q
(k)
1 . In this
case either a terminal string is derived, or if the string is not a terminal one, the system
is blocked. If uM = SM , the derivation can continue. After the communication sequence
we have
(u′M ; S
serv(2)
1 ; ::; S
serv(2)
n ; S
serv(1)
1 ; ::; S
serv(1)
n ,
(k)(3); ::; (k)(3); : : : ; S(k)1 ; ::; S
(k)
n ; : : : ; (k)(3); ::; (k)(3),
(k)(3); ::; (k)(3); : : : ; S(k)
′
1 ; ::; S
(k)′
n ; : : : ; (k)(3); ::; (k)(3),
Sa21 ; ::; S
a2
n ; [S1]BS
a3
1 ; ::; [Sn]BS
a3
n ; (m); '
′
1; ::; '
′
n; S
′
1
(1); ::; S ′n
(1),
(s); Sa6(1)1 ; ::; S
a6(1)
n ; S
a6(1)
1 ; ::; S
a6(1)
n )
with '′i = 'i if 'i 	= Si, and '′i = S ′i if 'i = Si; 16i6n, where '1; ::; 'n is the result of
the communication sequence possibly following the application of transition Or′k . u
′
M
is either SM , or a terminal string, or the derivation is blocked. If the derivation can
continue, then after the next rewriting step and a communication sequence we obtain
the con@guration
(SM ; '′′1 ; ::; '
′′
n ; S
serv(1)
1 ; ::; S
serv(1)
n ,
(m); ::; (m); : : : ; (m); ::; (m); : : : ; (m); ::; (m),
(m); ::; (m); : : : ; (m); ::; (m); : : : ; (m); ::; (m),
(m); ::; (m); [S1]BS
a3(1)
1 ; ::; [Sn]BS
a3(1)
n ; Ssel; S ′1; ::; S
′
n; S
′
1
(1); ::; S ′n
(1),
(s); Sa6(2)1 ; ::; S
a6(2)
n ; S
a6(1)
1 ; ::; S
a6(1)
n ),
where '′′i = S
′
i
(1) for '′i = S
′
i or '
′′
i = '
′
i otherwise, 16i6n. Now the system is ready to
simulate the application of a transition Or′m in the same manner as above. Note that the
sentential form of the component Gservi is the same string that we would obtain after
the application of the simulated transition and the possible following communication
sequence at the component Gi; 16i6n, supposing that the possible occurrences of
query symbols and axioms are replaced with their primed versions.
If we start from con@guration
(SM ; 1; ::; n; Sserv
(1)
1 ; ::; S
serv(1)
n ,
(m); ::; (m); : : : ; (m); ::; (m); : : : ; (m); ::; (m),
(m); ::; (m); : : : ; (m); ::; (m); : : : ; (m); ::; (m),
(m); ::; (m); 01S
a3(1)
1 ; ::; 0nS
a3(1)
n ; Ssel; S ′1; ::; S
′
n; S
′
1
(1); ::; S ′n
(1),
(s); Sa6(2)1 ; ::; S
a6(2)
n ; S
a6(1)
1 ; ::; S
a6(1)
n ),
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where i; 16i6n, is an arbitrary sentential form and 0i ∈ (N ′ ∪T )∗ we obtain
(SM ; S1; ::; Sn; Sserv
(1)
1 ; ::; S
serv(1)
n ,
(m)(1); ::; (m)(1); : : : ; [1]; ::; [n]; : : : ; (m)(1); ::; (m)(1),
(m)(1); ::; (m)(1); : : : ; u(m)
′
1 ; ::; u
(m)′
n ; : : : ; (m)(1); ::; (m)(1),
(m)(1); ::; (m)(1); 01S
a3(2)
1 ; ::; 0nS
a3(2)
n ; (r); S ′1
(1); ::; S ′n
(1); S ′1
(1); ::; S ′n
(1),
(s); [1]; ::; [n]; S
a6(1)
1 ; ::; S
a6(1)
n ),
where [i] denotes the string i with one of its non-terminals in brackets, that is,
[i] = i1 [X ]i2 ; i = i1Xi2 ; X ∈N or if i ∈T∗, then [i] = i. The string u(m)
′
i is AB
if r′m; 	= ] or u(m)
′
i =A if r
′
m; = ]; 16i6n. Now the system checks the applicability of
transition Or′m and applies Or
′
m in the way we have previously described.
Repeating these steps, we can see that each derivation of  can be simulated by a
derivation of R. Moreover, by the construction of R, each derivation of R corresponds
to a derivation in , the only possible way for R to work is to simulate the application
of the transitions of  in the above described manner. Any other way of functioning
leads to a blocking con@guration without generating a terminal word. Note that the
construction of R is independent of the communication protocol used by . If it is the
same as in , then the two PC grammar systems,  and R, generate the same language.
To see this, consider Lemma 3.2 and the fact that apart from the transition simulating
ones, all components of R introduce at most one query symbol in their sentential forms.
This means, that only the work of the transition simulating components is dependent
on the communication protocol used, the others work in the same way in all of the
three cases. By these considerations we can see that R generates the same language
using the same communication protocol as .
As a direct consequence of Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 we obtain
Corollary 3.4.
L(RPC∗CF; X )=L(PC∗CF; X ); where X ∈{(a); (b); (c)}:
4. Communication and normal forms
In this section we examine the relationships among the language classes generated
by PC grammar systems using di6erent communication protocols. First we study the
case of non-returning systems and the case of returning systems with regular or linear
components. A PC grammar system of one of these types generates the same language
with any of the three communication protocols.
Next, we look at the remaining case, the case of context-free returning PC gram-
mar systems. We show that every context-free returning PC grammar system can be
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transformed to a context-free returning system which uses rules of a very simple form
while generating the same language. The equality of language classes generated by
context-free returning systems using di6erent protocols will follow from this normal
form result.
First we look at non-returning systems. In this case the use of di6erent communica-
tion protocols has no e6ect on the generated language.
Lemma 4.1.
L(XnY; (a))=L(XnY; (b))=L(XnY; (c));
where X ∈{NPC; RNPC}; Y ∈{REG; LIN; CF}.
Proof. In the case of non-returning systems the components do not return to their
axioms during the communication sequence, so if we start from a con@guration without
a circular query, then each occurrence of the same query symbol in all sentential forms
will be replaced with the same string for any of the three communication protocols. For
protocols (a) and (b) the statement obviously holds and for protocol (c) it follows from
the property that during a communication sequence under protocol (c) each component
communicates its sentential form in exactly one of the communication steps of the
communication sequence. Similarly, if the starting con@guration contains a circular
query, then after @nishing the communication sequence the sentential forms which are
not part of the circle will determine the same subcon@guration for any of the three
communication protocols. This implies that non-returning PC grammar systems generate
the same language in any of the three communication modes.
By Lemma 3.2 the same statement can be presented for returning systems with
regular or linear components.
Lemma 4.2.
L(XnY; (a))=L(XnY; (b))=L(XnY; (c));
where X ∈{PC; RPC}; Y ∈{REG; LIN}.
Now, we turn to context-free returning PC grammar systems. We show that each
system of this type can be transformed into a system that uses rules of a simple form
while generates the same language. As a consequence of this result and Lemma 3.2
the equal power of classes of context-free returning PC grammar systems using any of
the three communication protocols follows.
First, we present a theorem showing that all languages generated by context-free
returning PC grammar systems can also be generated by systems of the same type
with rules having at most two symbols on their right-hand side.
Denition 4.1. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn); n¿1, be a context-free PC grammar sys-
tem. A rule X →  of  is in strong binary form if one of the following cases
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holds: =QjQl; =AQj, =Qj; =A, = , where Qj; Ql ∈K; j 	= l; 16j; l6n
and A∈ (N ∪T ). A PC grammar system is in strong binary form, if all of its rules
are in strong binary form.
Theorem 4.3. For each returning context-free PC grammar system  with communi-
cation protocol X; where X ∈{(a); (b); (c)}; we can construct a context-free returning
PC grammar system ′ in strong binary form that generates the same language and
uses the same communication protocol as .
Proof. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn) be a context-free returning PC grammar system
with component grammars Gi =(N ∪K; T; Pi; Si); 16i6n, and let R be the set of all
its transitions. To prove the statement, we @rst construct a set of transitions R′ with
rules in strong binary form and a rule-synchronized context-free returning PC grammar
system 2 with transition set R′ such that 2 uses the same communication protocol and
generates the same language as . Then, by Theorem 3.3 we can construct a context-
free returning PC grammar system ′R without rule-synchronization which generates the
same language and uses the same communication protocol as . Moreover, since the
rules in R′ are in strong binary form, ′R is also in strong binary form.
We @rst prove the statement for PC grammar systems with communication protocol
(a). Let t= ||, where X →  is the rule with the longest right-hand side in . Let us
de@ne
2= (N ′; K ′; T;
G1;1; ::; G1; t ; : : : ; Gn;1; ::; Gn; t ;
Ga1;1; ::; G
a
1; t ; : : : ; G
a
n;1; ::; G
a
n; t ; R
′)
with
N ′=N ∪{Sai; j | 16i6n; 16j6t};
K ′= {Qi; j; Qai; j | 16i6n; 16j6t};
where Gi; j =(N ′ ∪K ′; T; Pi; j ; Si) and Gai; j =(N ′ ∪K ′; T; Pai; j ; Sai; j); 16i6n; 16j6t.
Now we construct R′. First, we modify the transitions in R in the following manner:
Those transitions which have no rule with an occurrence of a query symbol remain
unchanged. Now, suppose that some production of a transition Ork ; 16k6|R|, has at
least one query symbol at the right-hand side. Then we can replace Ork by another
transition Or′′k such that at the end of the communication sequence following the ap-
plication of Or′′k the obtained con@guration will be the same as the con@guration we
would get at the end of the communication sequence following the application of Ork
and during the communication sequence following the application of Or′′k every queried
component communicates its string in exactly one of the communication steps. To see
this, let us consider a returning communication sequence where there is a component,
Gj; 16j6n, which communicates its sentential form in more than one communication
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steps during the communication sequence. Then Gj sends Sj, its axiom to all querying
components which did not receive its sentential form for the @rst time, because it had
already returned to the axiom. Since we can establish which occurrences of Qj will
be replaced by Sj in the sentential forms, we can modify the rules X → Qj' in Ork
by changing these occurrences of Qj for Sj. If we make these modi@cations for each
query symbol Qj with the above property, we obtain a new transition which has the
same e6ect as the original one and which has the required property, namely, that each
communicating component is active in exactly one of the communication steps of the
communication sequence. (For illustration see Example 2.)
By modifying the transitions in R in the above manner, we can immediately see
that we obtain a new set of transitions OR such that the rule-synchronized context-free
returning PC grammar system O=(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn; OR) generates the same language
as  under communication protocol (a).
Starting from OR, we are going to construct R′, the transition set of 2. The transitions
in R′ will use 2nt components to simulate the transitions in OR, where t is the length of
the longest right-hand side of the rules in OR. The e6ect of each rule of OR is reproduced
in t components by introducing in each component one symbol of the right-hand side of
the rule together with a query symbol which is used to collect the rest of the symbols
in a “communication chain”.
For each transition Ork =(rk;1; : : : ; rk; n) of OR we construct a transition Or′k =(r
′
k;1; : : : ;
r′k;2nt). First, we construct a t-tuple of rules for all rules rk; i; 16k6|R|; 16i6n.
If
rk; i =Y →A1A2 : : : As;
where Y ∈N; Aj ∈ (N ∪T ∪K); 16k6|R|; 16i6n; 26j6s; s6t, then the t-tuple
of rules are
r′k; (i−1)t+1 = Y →A′1Qi;2;
r′k; (i−1)t+2 = Si→A′2Qi;3;
...
r′k; (i−1)t+s = Si→A′s;
r′k; (i−1)t+s+1 = Si→ Si;
...
r′k; it = Si→ Si;
where A′j =Aj if Aj ∈ (N ∪T ) and A′j =Qai; j if Aj ∈K .
If
rk; i =Y →A;
then r′k;(i−1)t+1 =Y →A′, where A′=A if A∈ (N ∪T ) and A′=Qai;1 if A∈K and
r′k;(i−1)t+j = Si→ Si, for all 26j6t.
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If
rk; i =Y →  or rk; i = ];
then r′k;(i−1)t+1 =Y →  or r′k;(i−1)t+1 = ], respectively, and r′k;(i−1)t+j = Si→ Si, for all
26j6t.
The next t-tuple of rules is needed to assist the collection of the symbols. In com-
munication mode (a) all query symbols occurring in the same sentential form must be
replaced in the same communication step, so the system needs to store sentential forms
until they can be sent to their original destination. The rules used by these assistant
components are the following:
r′k; nt+1 = S
a
1;1→X1;1;
r′k; nt+2 = S
a
1;2→X1;2;
...
r′k; nt+t = S
a
1; t→X1; t ;
...
r′k; (2n−1)t+1 = S
a
n;1→Xn;1;
...
r′k;2nt = S
a
n; t→Xn; t ;
where Xi; j =Ql;1 if rk; i =Y →A1A2 : : : As and Aj =Ql, otherwise Xi; j = Sai; j ; 16j6t;
16i6n; 16k6|R|.
Now if we consider the rule-synchronized PC grammar system 2 with
Pi; j =
|R|⋃
k=1
r′k;(i−1)t+j; 16i6n; 16j6t;
Pai; j =
|R|⋃
k=1
r′k;(i+n−1)t+j; 16i6n; 16j6t;
then we shall have L(2)=L(). This can be seen by the following considerations:
when transition Or′k is applied, the e6ect of applying rules rk; i; 16i6n, is reproduced
at the components, each rule in Or′k introducing a symbol of the right-hand side of rk; i
and a query to collect the rest of the right-hand side in a “communication chain”.
If the right-hand side of rk; i has a query symbol Ql as the jth symbol, then instead
of Ql, Qai; j is introduced, querying component G
a
i; j, where Ql;1 is present. This query
symbol Ql;1 will be replaced by the already collected sentential form which can be
passed on to replace Qai; j. (See Example 2.) Thus, after the communication sequence
following the application of Or′′k , the components Gj;1 of 2, 16j6n, will have the same
sentential forms as components Gj of  have after applying transition Ork and completing
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the possible following communication sequence. The other components of 2 will have
their axioms as the current sentential forms.
By the construction of R′ and 2 we can easily verify that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the transitions of  and 2, each transition of 2 simulates a
transition of  and reversely.
Now starting from 2, in the same way as described in the proof of Theorem 3.3,
we can construct a context-free returning PC grammar system ′R in strong binary form
(without rule-synchronization) which generates the same language and uses the same
communication protocol as :
We can use similar considerations for communication protocols (b) and (c). Since in
these cases the possible occurrences of the di6erent query symbols in the same string
can be replaced in di6erent communication steps, independently from each other, the
construction of R′ and 2 can be simpli@ed. Let
2=(N ′; K ′; T; G1;1; : : : ; G1; t ; : : : ; Gn;1; : : : ; Gn; t ; R′);
where
R′= { Or′k =(r′k;1; : : : ; r′k; nt) | 16k6|R|}
and let us de@ne r′k; j ; 16j6nt, as follows: if
rk; i =Y →A1A2 : : : As;
where Y ∈N; Aj ∈ (N ∪T ∪K); 16k6|R|; 16i6n; 16j6s; s6t, then
r′k; (i−1) t+1 = Y →A′1Qi;2;
r′k; (i−1) t+2 = Si→A′2Qi;3;
...
r′k; (i−1) t+s = Si→A′s;
r′k; (i−1) t+s+1 = Si→ Si;
...
r′k; it = Si→ Si;
where A′j =Aj if Aj ∈ (N ∪T ) and A′j =Ql;1 if Aj =Ql ∈K .
If
rk; i =Y →A;
then r′k; (i−1) t+1 =Y →A′; where A′=A if A∈ (N ∪T ) and A′=Ql;1 if A=Ql ∈K and
r′k; (i−1) t+j = Si→ Si; for all 26j6t.
If
rk; i =Y → ; or rk; i = ];
then r′k; (i−1) t+1 =Y →  or r′k; (i−1)t+1 = ], respectively, and r′k; (i−1) t+j = Si→ Si, for all
26j6t.
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With similar arguments to those that we used in the case of protocol (a) we can
show that these transitions have the same e6ect as the transitions in R, that is, the
transitions of 2 simulate the transitions of  in a one-to-one manner. (We leave the
technical details for the reader). As a consequence, we obtain that L()=L(2):
Now, starting from 2; in the same way as described in the proof of Theorem 3.3, we
can construct a returning PC grammar system ′R without rule-synchronization which
generates the same language as 2. This way we obtain a PC grammar system in strong
binary form generating the same language and using the same communication protocol
as .
Example 2. Let
Or=(X1→Q3Q2; X2→ a; X3→Q2Q2)
be a transition of a context-free returning PC grammar system .
If we apply Or to
(X1; X2; X3)
and we use communication protocol (a), we obtain
(Q3Q2; a; Q2Q2)⇒com(Q3Q2; S2; aa)⇒com(aaS2; S2; S3);
so we may consider the transition
(X1→Q3S2; X2→ a; X3→Q2Q2)
instead of Or.
Now if we assume that the longest rule of R has two symbols on its right-hand side,
then the construction described in the previous theorem produces the following result:
Or′ = (X1→Qa1;1Q1;2; S1→ S2;
X2→ a; S2→ S2;
X3→Qa3;1Q3;2; S3→Qa3;2;
Sa1;1→Q3;1; Sa1;2→ Sa1;2;
Sa2;1→ Sa2;1; Sa2;2→ Sa2;2;
Sa3;1→Q2;1; Sa3;2→Q2;1):
If we apply Or′ to
(X1; S1; X2; S2; X3; S3; Sa1;1; S
a
1;2; S
a
2;1; S
a
2;2; S
a
3;1; S
a
3;2);
we get
(Qa1;1Q1;2; S2; a; S2; Q
a
3;1Q3;2; Q
a
3;2; Q3;1; S
a
1;2; S
a
2;1; S
a
2;2; Q2;1; Q2;1)⇒com
(Qa1;1Q1;2; S2; S2; S2; Q
a
3;1Q3;2; Q
a
3;2; Q3;1; S
a
1;2; S
a
2;1; S
a
2;2; a; a)⇒com
(Qa1;1Q1;2; S2; S2; S2; Q
a
3;1Q3;2; a; Q3;1; S
a
1;2; S
a
2;1; S
a
2;2; a; S
a
3;2)⇒com
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(Qa1;1Q1;2; S2; S2; S2; aa; S3; Q3;1; S
a
1;2; S
a
2;1; S
a
2;2; S
a
3;1; S
a
3;2)⇒com
(Qa1;1Q1;2; S2; S2; S2; S3; S3; aa; S
a
1;2; S
a
2;1; S
a
2;2; S
a
3;1; S
a
3;2)⇒com
(aaS2; S1; S2; S2; S3; S3; Sa1;1; S
a
1;2; S
a
2;1; S
a
2;2; S
a
3;1; S
a
3;2);
which produces the same result in G1;1; G2;1; G3;1 as Or in G1; G2; G3.
By the next theorem we show that all languages generated by context-free returning
PC grammar systems can be generated by systems with rules not only in strong bi-
nary form, but also having at most one query symbol in their right-hand sides. From
this result and Lemma 3.2 the equality of language classes generated by context-free
returning PC grammar systems using di6erent communication protocols follows. We
note that the equality can be directly obtained by using arguments similar to the proof
of Theorem 4.3.
Denition 4.2. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn); n¿1, be a context-free PC grammar sys-
tem. A rule X →  of  is in normal form if one of the following cases holds: =AB,
=A, = a, = , or =Qj, where A; B∈N; a∈T , and Qj ∈K; 16j6n. A PC gram-
mar system is in normal form, if all of its rules are in normal form.
Theorem 4.4. For each context-free returning PC grammar system  using communi-
cation protocol X; where X ∈{(a); (b); (c)}; we can construct a context-free returning
PC grammar system ′ in normal form that generates the same language and uses
the same communication protocol as .
Proof. Let =(N; K; T; G1; : : : ; Gn) be context-free returning PC grammar system with
components Gi =(N ∪K; T; Pi; Si); 16i6n. We show that L() can be generated by a
PC grammar system ′, where ′ is in normal form and uses the same communication
protocol as .
By Theorem 4.3, without the loss of generality, we can assume that  is in strong
binary form. Let R be the set of all transitions of . To prove the statement, starting
from R; we @rst construct a new set of transitions R′ containing only rules in normal
form and a rule-synchronized PC grammar system 2 with R′ which generates the
same language and uses the same communication protocol as : Then, by Theorem
3.3 we construct from 2 a context-free returning PC grammar system ′R without rule-
synchronization such that L(′R)=L() holds and the two PC grammar systems use
the same communication protocol. Since the rules in R′ are in normal form, ′R is also
in normal form, so we have a PC grammar system in normal form generating the same
language as .
We construct R′ by replacing each transition Ork ∈R; 16k6|R| with a set of new
transitions that can only be applied in a certain order and if applied in this order they
simulate Ork . The correct order of application will be ensured by a new, (n + 1)th
component.
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Let tk denote the number of di6erent query symbols appearing on the right-hand
side of the rules of transition Ork ; 16k6|R|, and let
2=(N ′; K; T; G′1; : : : ; G
′
n; G
′
n+1; R
′)
with components G′i =(N
′ ∪K; T; P′i ; Si); 16i6n, and G′n+1=(N ′∪K; T; P′n+1; $), where
N ′=N ∪{[Qi] | 16i6n}∪ {[k; j] | 16k6|R|; 16j6tk}∪ {$}:
Now, we show how to replace each transition Ork in R with a set R′k of one or more
new transitions containing rules only in normal form.
1. If Ork =(r1; : : : ; rn); ri ∈ (Pi ∪{]}); 16i6n; and the rules are in normal form,
then we replace Ork with R′k = {(r1; : : : ; rn; $→ $)}.
2. If Ork =(r1; : : : ; rn); ri ∈ (Pi ∪{]}); 16i6n; and the rules are not in normal form
then we do the following. (We note that in this case there is at least one rule in Ork
which introduces a query symbol.) Without the loss of generality, we can assume that
during the communication sequence following Ork every queried component communi-
cates its string only in exactly one of the communication steps. (This assumption holds
by de@nition for PC grammar systems using communication protocols (b) or (c). For
systems with protocol (a) see the proof of Theorem 4.3.)
Now, let us de@ne an order Qs1¡kQs2¡k · · ·¡kQstk ; 16sj6n; 16j6tk ; 16tk6n,
of the di6erent query symbols introduced by the rules of Ork . (tk is the number of
di6erent query symbols introduced by Ork .) If transition Ork does not introduce a circular
query, this order can be arbitrary, otherwise we assign this order in such a way that
the query symbols appearing in the sentential forms that are part of a circle in the
con@guration obtained by the application of Ork form a suQx of the ordering sequence.
If we replace the query symbols in the sentential forms that are not part of a circle
with the strings they refer to according to this order, then we obtain the same string at
each of these components as we would get at the end of the communication sequence
using the corresponding communication protocol. This holds because each component
communicates only in one of the communication steps, therefore all ocurrences of any
Qsj ; 16sj6n; 16j6tk , will be replaced with the same string, namely the sentential
form of Gsj , and thus the di6erent orders lead to the same string at each of those
components which are not part of a circle.
Once we determined the order Qs1¡kQs2¡k · · ·¡kQstk ; 16sj6n; 16j6tk ; 16tk6n,
we construct sets of transitions R(0)k ;R
(1)
k ; : : : ;R
(tk )
k to replace Ork . The @rst one is
R
(0)
k = {(r(0)1 ; : : : ; r(0)n ; $→ [k; 1])}
with
r(0)i =


] if ri = ];
X →  if ri =X → ; ||K =0;
X → [] if ri =X → ; ||K¿0;
16i6n, where [] denotes the string obtained from  by replacing each occurrence
of the query symbol Qj in  with the new non-terminal [Qj]; 16j6n.
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This transition rewrites the sentential forms in the same way as Ork but introduces
new nonterminals instead of the occurrences of query symbols. The rule $ → [k; 1]
introduces [k; 1], a non-terminal indicating that a transition from the set R(1)k , the second
set of the replacing transitions will have to be used next.
The transitions contained by the replacing transition sets will change the new non-
terminals with brackets for query symbols in the previously de@ned order. The transi-
tions in R(j)k ; 16j6tk , rewrite each occurrence of [Qsj ] to Qsj , and leave the rest of
the sentential forms unchanged. The correct order of applying transitions from these
sets is ensured by the (n+ 1)th component.
Now we show how to construct the set of transitions R(j)k ; 16j6tk . First, we de@ne
rule sets P(j)i ; 16i6(n+ 1); 16j6tk in the following way: Let
P(j)i =


{[Qsj ]→ Qsj} if ri =X→; = 1Qsj or =Qsj2;
where Qsj is the jth
symbol in the order
Qs1¡k · · ·¡kQstk
{]}∪ {Y → Y |Y ∈N ′} if ri =X→; where
||{Qsj}=0; or ri = ]
for 16i6n and
P(j)n+1 =
{ {[k; j]→ [k; j + 1]} if 16j6tk − 1
{[k; tk ]→ $}
16j6tk .
The sets of replacing transitions are
R
(j)
k = {(r(j)1 ; : : : ; r(j)n+1) | r(j)i ∈P(j)i ; 16i6n+ 1}
for 16j6tk , and we have
R′k =
tk⋃
j=0
R
(j)
k :
These transitions reproduce the e6ect of the application of Ork in the following way:
the transition in R(0)k rewrites the sentential forms and introduces the bracketed query
symbols. Now a series of transitions follow, one from each set R(j)k ; 16j6tk , where
tk is the number of di6erent query symbols introduced by Ork . These sets contain
transitions that replace each non-terminal [Qsj ] marking the jth element of the sequence
Qs1¡kQs2¡k · · ·¡kQstk , with the corresponding query symbol. Since our aim is to
leave the rest of the sentential forms unchanged, we consider all possible combinations
of the rules X →X; X ∈N ′ and ], obtaining the whole set of transitions R(j)k . One or
more of the elements surely has the desired e6ect, while those which do not have this
e6ect cannot be used.
The (n + 1)th component makes sure that the transitions are applied in a correct
order, that is, we use R(j)k after R
(j−1)
k and before R
(j+1)
k . This is done with the aid
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of the non-terminals [k; j]; 16j6tk . To be able to apply a transition from R
(j)
k , we
have to have [k; j] as sentential form of the (n+1)th component, and all transitions in
R
(j)
k change it to [k; j + 1] enabling a transition from R
(j+1)
k to be applied next. Then
using R(tk )k , this (n+ 1)th sentential form is changed back to $.
From the construction of the set R′k we can see that its transitions either reproduce
the e6ect of Ork or they cannot be used on the sentential forms. If Ork is success-
fully simulated, then the @rst n sentential forms in the con@guration obtained after the
application of the elements of R′k in the correct order and completing the possible fol-
lowing communication sequence will coincide with the sentential forms obtained after
the application of Ork and the possible following communication sequence, respectively.
Thus, if we consider 2 and
R′=
|R|⋃
k=1
R′k ;
we obtain a rule-synchronized PC grammar system with set of transitions R′ such that
L(2)=L(). Moreover, the two PC grammar systems use the same communication
protocol. Now, as described in the proof of Theorem 3.3, starting from 2 we can
construct a context-free returning PC grammar system ′R in normal form generating
the same language and using the same protocol as .
Example 3. We illustrate the construction of the proof of the above theorem by an
example.
Let
Ork =(X1→AB; X2→Q1Q3; X3→Q1A)
be a transition of a context-free returning PC grammar system . Let us consider
con@guration
(X1; X2; X3)
and apply the above transition using communication protocol (a). Then we obtain
(AB;Q1Q3; Q1A)⇒com
(S1; Q1Q3; ABA)⇒com
(S1; S1ABA; S3);
so we may consider transition (X1→AB; X2→ S1Q3; X3→Q1A) instead of Ork . Next,
we determine the order in which the query symbols will be replaced. We have tk =2
and the order will be Q1¡k Q3: Now we construct the sets of transitions replacing Or:
These are:
R(0) = {(X1→AB; X2→ S1[Q3]; X3→ [Q1]A; $→ [k; 1])};
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R(1) has an element
(A→A; [Q3]→ [Q3]; [Q1]→Q1; [k; 1]→ [k; 2]);
and R(2) has an element
(S1→ S1; [Q3]→Q3; A→A; [k; 2]→ $):
If we apply these transitions to (X1; X2; X3; $), we obtain the following:
(AB; S1[Q3]; [Q1]A; [k; 1])⇒
(AB; S1[Q3]; Q1A; [k; 2])⇒com
(S1; S1[Q3]; ABA; [k; 2])⇒
(S1; S1Q3; ABA; $)⇒com
(S1; S1ABA; S3; $):
Thus, the @rst three sentential forms are the same that can be found in the con@guration
we obtain at the end of the communication sequence following the application of Ork .
In the previous theorem we proved that each context-free returning PC grammar
system using any of the three communication protocols can be transformed to a system
in normal form, that is, having rules with at most two non-terminals or one query
symbol on their right-hand side. If we combine this result with Lemma 3.2, we have
the following corollary.
Corollary 4.5.
L(PC∗CF; (a))=L(PC∗CF; (b))=L(PC∗CF; (c)):
Finally, we add that motivated by these results similar investigations were conducted
concerning parallel communicating Lindenmayer systems. [11] contains normal forms
for extended PC Lindenmayer systems and [10] shows that the class of languages
generated using any of the three communication protocols are also the same in the
case of extended PC Lindenmayer systems.
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